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ABOUT 
THE MAKER’S LAB

The Maker’s Lab is an initiative by The Finger Players to 
nurture and grow builders and designers of puppets and 
objects. As one of Singapore’s key industry stakeholders 
in the design and build of puppets, The Finger Players 
hopes to continue innovating the way it presents puppetry, 
while plugging the gap in the industry where makers 
of performative objects face a lack of opportunities 
to research and develop their artistic curiosities and 
techniques.
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ABOUT 
THE MAKER’S PROJECT

2021-2022: PUPPETRY AND SUSTAINABILITY
2021 comes in the wake of a global pandemic. In this 
year, The Finger Players looks to reinvent itself and 
its interactions with puppetry – the manner in which 
puppetry is created, puppets are built and performed 
and also the afterlives of our puppets and shows.
 
Sustainability is the ability for us to continue creating 
puppetry and puppets with the mindful use of our resources 
– materials, people, finances, space and time and without 
compromising the ability of future generations to do the 
same. It calls for an introspection of the socio-economical-
political-cultural contexts of puppetry and puppet-making 
in Singapore. How can we expand the repertoire of locally-
available materials for puppet-building? How else can we 
renew the afterlives of puppets beyond performance? How 
can we generate less waste during construction and after 
performance?
 

THE 
MAKER’S 

LAB

PRODUCTION –
NO DISASTER 
ON THIS LAND

THE 
MAKER’S 

FORUM

THE 
MAKER’S 

ASSEMBLY

THE 
MAKER’S 

WORKSHOP
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In this second iteration of The Maker’s Lab, we are 
interested to contemplate Puppetry and Sustainability. We 
would like to invite the Maker to think about reinventing 
the puppet – its build, function(s), relationship with the 
puppeteer(s), and the performative potential it inspires. 
Can the made puppet have future uses, multiple uses, 
reused or recycled? Can the puppet be modular, scalable 
and adaptable without compromising on artistic originality 
and integrity?
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TOWARDS 
PUPPETRY AND 
SUSTAINABILITY

Some of the puppets in The Finger Players have had more 
than one life. 

Jackson, named after the King of Pop - Michael Jackson, has 
been touring around Singapore with The Finger Players since 
2007. He is the go-to puppet for post-show interactions and 
workshops, and his swanky look and groovy moves make 
him an instant hit with the young and old alike. 
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Jackson in white, with a blue and purple checked headscarf. 
Image credits: Tan Beng Tian



Before this, Jackson was actually “Ah Mu”, a character from 
the 1996 production of “Battle of Redhill”. 

In 2007, the production of “Puppets! Puppets! Puppets!” 
was created with the hope of giving retired puppets a new 
life, and “Ah Mu”, who had been retired for many years, 
was given a makeover in the form of a complete costume 
transformation. 

There are some puppets who’ve lived the same life multiple 
times.

The Traditional Chinese Hand Puppet Monkey King has  
been through productions of “Treasures from The Dragon 
Palace” in the years 1997, 2013, 2016, 2018 and was 
featured in “Turn by Turn We Turn” in 2011 and 2014. It is 
definitely worthy of a long-service award (25 years!).

To ensure our puppet’s longevity and in turn to ensure 
sustainability, we make sure that it’s cleaned after every 
show, and stored in a dry environment, away from the sun. 
It is sad, thinking about these lives being stored away in 
the dark, but inevitable, as it’s for the company, and for the 
puppet’s longevity. Our Outreach Programmes also ensure 
that they “meet” other people, and see the light of day when 
we go for workshops. 

Most puppets are created with a specific character for a 
particular story, and with a manipulation style in mind. 
This makes it difficult for the company to edit the puppet 
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for another purpose if the production has yet to be retired. 
This is because even minor edits to the puppet will require 
significant time, and even more so if it were to be transformed 
into another character for another production. 

As such, for the second iteration of The Maker’s Lab, 
we were intrigued and excited by Loo An Ni’s proposal 
of creating an adaptable exoskeleton. We felt that this 
would offer us possibilities of sustainability in creation. 
This adaptable exoskeleton had three parts to it:

1) The harness worn by the puppeteer 
2) The “skeleton” – modular puppet structure
3) The “flesh” – attachments that become the body of 

the puppet

The modular puppet structure consists of the metal rods 
you would see extending out from the puppeteers. In their 
basic form they look like this:

Long, aluminium rods with holes evenly drilled into them. The 
individual rods are then attached together with joints that 
allow rotational and swivelling motions. These “bones” and 
“joints” combination would allow the designer to connect 
them in various combinations, in turn creating the shapes 
required by the production. 

During our jamming sessions, An Ni assembled the puppet 
structures into a long, spider-like form and a criss-crossing 
form. These were affectionately named “Dangly” and “Sci-
ssors Evolution” respectively. Dangly eventually became 
Debris Girl (puppeteered by Vanessa Toh) and Scissors 
Evolution became Table Boy (puppeteered by Hairi Cromo).
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In No Disaster on This Land, An Ni transformed Dangly 
into Debris Girl by adding flesh and concrete debris onto 
the aluminium structure. For Table Boy, she added various 
types of table legs to the structure. The versatility of the 
modular puppet structure allowed her to place attachments 
at almost any point on the structure. The puppets on stage 
are a culmination of her design.

It is our hope that after this production, we would continue 
experimenting with various puppet shapes and forms 
with this adaptable skeleton, and explore sustainability in 
puppetry through methods that are not just about making 
sure they survive storage. 

If we continue creating with the philosophy of sustaina-
bility in mind, in the way we did for The Maker’s Lab Cycle 
2021/2022, we are hopeful that we are moving closer 
towards sustainable making and puppetry.

Hairi puppeteering a draft of 
Scissors Evolution

Vanessa puppeteering 
Dangly 
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The team behind The Maker’s Lab Cycle 2021/2022
(From Left) Maker Loo An Ni, Co-Artistic Director Ellison Tan, 

Programme Manager Daniel Sim, Co-Artistic Director Myra Loke
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MESSAGE FROM 
THE CO-ARTISTIC DIRECTORS
 
The Maker’s Project this year was challenging. As we 
continue into the second iteration of The Maker’s Lab, we 
felt it is essential to reinvent the way we create our puppets 
and puppetry performance. We therefore had to evaluate 
our existing processes and unlearn many deeply-rooted 
systems.
 
What drew us to An Ni’s research was the potential of a 
modular puppet structure system, as well as a harness 
that supports puppeteers while they work. Not only does 
this offer potential to re-invent how we create, it also 
supports our commitment to look into the sustainability of 
our industry. How have we showed care to the resources 
that are essential to the development and sustainability of 
Puppetry as an artform? How has this care been translated 
to people and practices within the industry?
 
Since last year, we saw the gathering of makers in Singapore 
and witnessed the formation of We.Make.Performance.
Objects, a sharing space for makers, managers, thinkers 
and lovers of performance objects. We are heartened to see 
this community growing and we are committed to continue 
our support for this endeavour. 
 
The Maker’s Lab is a venture that is still a work-in-progress, 
and we are still learning. We are very grateful to Daniel, An 
Ni and the team of The Maker’s Project, for their patience 
and their willingness to take a leap-of-faith with us, as we 
continue to navigate our way through this re-invention.
 
Thank you for being with us on this journey. 
 
Ellison Tan and Myra Loke
Co-Artistic Directors, The Finger Players
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PROGRAMME MANAGER’S STATEMENT
The journey of a puppet designer-maker is a whimsical, 
scary, exciting, meticulous adventure. Leaping from one 
creation to the next, the maker faces limitless possibilities of 
artistic creation, harnessing any and every material/object 
to create a puppet. Bounded by the practical realities of time, 
resources, and limitations of knowledge and expertise, the 
maker also has to respond to the interplay and requirements 
of the puppeteers and other collaborators to fulfil an artistic 
vision.
 
This year, addressing “Puppetry and Sustainability”, we are 
excited to share An Ni’s discoveries over the past 9 months. 
To sustain the puppeteers’ bodies, she developed a harness 
that supports the puppeteer in the manipulation of large 
puppets. In order to reinvent the prototyping and making 
process, she worked on a modular puppet structure system 
that can be adapted to various large puppet designs. 
 
Our ambitious goals are not without their challenges and 
complexities. Within her research, we struggled with finding 
the balance between flexibility and strength, between 
structural strength and weight, between comfort and safety. 
Within the lab, we grappled with how to create the space and 
time for various collaborators to share their needs and how 
we could address them. Sustainability is not just about being 
faster, simpler, cheaper, or using less materials. Instead, it 
demands that we pay attention to details, attention to our 
processes and attention to others.
 
As this iteration draws to a close, I am deeply grateful to 
An Ni for her perseverance and grit in remaining true to the 
exploration. I am thankful to the rest of the TML team who 
have stepped in to share their expertise and perspective and 
also worked tirelessly to nurture and support the programme.
 
I hope that you can push our ideas further. This is really just 
the beginning of a journey.
 
Daniel Sim
Programme Manager of The Maker’s Lab, 
The Finger Players
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MAKER’S STATEMENT
Life is full of contradictions. Expending energy and 
resources in a quest for sustainability. Beauty in the 
grotesque. Meaning in chaos—
 
Is this the beginning or is this the end?
 

Thankful for The Makers Lab in allowing me to explore 
all these while scratching an itch I’ve had for ten years 
about creating a modular system. I hope that No Disaster 
On This Land can answer at least one contradiction: 
that this is beginning of- of something- and not the end, 
despite the sleepless nights, existential crises, doubts 
about overengineering, debates on merits of modularity 
vs bespoke, pointing middle fingers at parts broken and 
rebroken, never ending journals to write…
 
Because there was also satisfaction of aluminium modules 
cut and finished neatly, having fun trying different materials 
and finishes, clarity found in exploring a subject more deeply 
than ever, thrill of a challenging script, sharing and exchange 
of ideals, camaraderie among the team.
 

And I hope you’re as excited as I am about what’s to come.  
 
Loo An Ni
Selected Maker of The Maker’s Lab Cycle 2021/2022
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24-27 February 2022
Drama Centre Black Box

There is no disaster on this land but it is the end of time. The 
body is defiled. Debris Girl meets Table Boy. In their hands, 
an effortful tug, an accident of air, a love story that ends 
with death.
 
This non-verbal performance is created in response to the 
puppets developed by this year’s maker, Loo An Ni, for The 
Maker’s Lab Cycle 2021/2022. 
 
The delayed livestream of No Disaster on This Land will be 
available online from 14 - 31 March 2022.

PRODUCTION:
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PRODUCTION CREDITS
Puppet Maker and Designer for The Maker’s Lab Cycle 
2021/2022: Loo An Ni
Director: Myra Loke
Playwright: Ellison Tan
Set Designer: Chan Silei
Lighting Designer: Genevieve Peck
Sound Designer: Ctrl Fre@k
Costume Designer: Yeo Fu Bi
Performer and Puppeteers: Hairi Cromo and Vanessa Toh 
Production Manager: The Backstage Affair (Lam Dan Fong)
Production Coordinator: Merissa Tang 
Stage Manager: Fae Tan
Assistant Stage Manager: Gillian Ong
Maker Assistants: Marilyn Ang and Phoebe Ho

Programme Manager of The Maker’s Lab: Daniel Sim
Puppeteer Consultant: Oliver Chong
Physiotherapist Consultant: Choong Li Sann
Exhibition Layout Artist: Sim Xin Feng

SPECIAL THANKS
Chong Wee Nee
Sherilyn Ng
Tan Beng Tian
The Arts Fission Company Ltd
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Myra Loke is a puppeteer, actor, educator, 
designer and theatre-maker.
 
She started her journey in Singapore’s 
theatre 13 years ago when she co-created 
and participated in ARTivate (Pioneer 
Batch), a youth wing of Drama Box Ltd. 
 
Now, Myra is the Co-Artistic Director 

and a member of the core team of The Finger Players. 
She has since directed and led productions such as 
Little Mournings (as part of The Maker’s Project Cycle 
2020/2021) and Peepbird.
 
Myra continues to contribute as a performer and puppet 
designer and maker. She has performed, designed and 
made puppets for productions such as OIWA – The Ghost 
of Yotsuya (Singapore International Festival of Arts 2021),  
Framed, By Adolf, The Spirits Play, ITSY- The Musical, The 
Flying Dutchman, Turn by Turn We Turn and several others. 
 
In 2017, Myra co-created “You Can Reach The Sky”, 
Singapore’s first immersive theatrical experience for 
babies. In 2018, Myra co-founded an arts collective, The 
Wanderlings, where she continues her work in engaging 
young people and people with special needs.
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MYRA LOKE 
Director

Ellison is a Singaporean-Chinese per-
former, playwright and educator. She is 
the Co-Artistic Director and Core Team 
Member of The Finger Players. She is also 
a Co-Founder of The Wanderlings - the 
first Singaporean collective to create baby 
theatre. 
 
Ellison’s background is in puppetry, 

playwriting, the Suzuki Method of Actor Training and 
Viewpoints. She was conferred the National Arts Council 
Arts Scholarship in 2020 to pursue a Masters in Theatre for 
Young Audience.

ELLISON TAN
Playwright



Loo An Ni is fascinated with the tactility of 
objects and spaces. She studied product 
design in NTU School of Art, Design, and 
Media. While deciding what to do upon 
graduation she stumbled across theatre, 
and stayed for ten years. Every day is 
exciting as possibilities are limitless. She 
has taken various roles behind the scenes 
in various departments, such as costumes 

(design, construction, wardrobe management), set (design), 
and production (crew, operator).
 
She is excited to delve deeper into puppetry and props as 
it allows her to scrutinise every form and function of items 
used in the show, and study how humans factor into the 
equation between object and space.

LOO AN NI
Puppet Maker and Designer for The Maker’s Lab Cycle 2021/2022

Silei is interested in crafting spaces and 
is always being crafted by space. Silei 
has designed spaces and sets for Full Out 
(Esplanade da:ns festival, 2019), 13.13.13 
(TheatreWorks, 2018), Framed, by Adolf 
(The Finger Players, 2018), and I Am LGB 
(Loo Zihan for Singapore International 
Festival of Arts, 2016). She also presented 
Circle-lation as part of the Formations 

project for the Prague Quadrennial 2019.

Silei is a co-founder of Prop-erly, where she fabricates 
puppets, props and other performance objects. 

Besides her design work, Silei has worked as a Production 
Manager for the Singapore International Festival of Arts 
(2015 to 2017 and 2019 to 2021).

CHAN SILEI
Set Designer
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GENEVIEVE PECK
Lighting Designer

Genevieve graduated from The Royal 
Central School of Speech and Drama, 
London in 2012 with a BA(Hons) in Theatre 
Practice, specialising in Lighting and 
Projection/Video Design. 
 
Design credits include With Time, Both 
Sides Now 2019, Missing, sixpointnine, 

The Silly Little Girl and The Funny Old Tree (Drama Box), The 
Commission (Pangdemonium, SRT & Wild Rice), Tango, The 
Effect (Pangdemonium), Lungs, The Sound Inside, Lifespan 
of a Fact (Singapore Repertory Theatre), A $ingapore Carol 
(Wild Rice), Lear is Dead, Art Studio (Nine Years Theatre), 
Four Horse Road, I Came at Last to The Seas, Lao Jiu 2017, 
Liao Zhai Rocks 2016, If There’re Seasons 2014 (The 
Theatre Practice), Prism (Toy Factory), ASEAN Para Games 
2015 Opening and Closing Ceremonies (Philbeat Pte Ltd).

CTRL FRE@K
Sound Designer 

Ctrl Fre@k is a show, system design 
and management company specialising 
in areas such as the performing arts, 
themed attractions and commercial 
events. It is the brainchild of likeminded 
individuals who have had extensive 
experience working in key areas of 

technical production including sound, lighting and video 
as well as both production and technical management 
of all scales and manners of productions in these ever-
expanding fields.

Since January 2010, Ctrl Fre@k seeks to provide well-
researched, ingenious and high-quality design solutions 
that increase the production value of every project. At the 
same time, they strive to provide reliable technical support 
and acute problem-solving sensibilities to safeguard the 
interest and integrity of the production from conception, 
rehearsal and ultimately, the show. Their expertise in both 
hardware and software-based production equipment, 
bridging creativity and methodical workflow enable them 
to tailor-make solutions to specific requirements. 

2019 marked the year where Ctrl Fre@k delivered show 
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YEO FU BI
Costume Designer

Fu Bi identifies herself as a creator, who 
(most of the time) creates with the me-
dium, fabric.
 
Galánday! 

control, audio, video and lighting system designer, 
overall programming, onsite mixing, daily operations and 
maintenance of the yearlong showpiece, the Singapore 
Bicentennial Experience, at Fort Canning Park.

Vanessa Toh is an actor, educator and 
theatre maker. She graduated from 
LASALLE College of the Arts with a first-
class BA (Hons) Acting degree (Gold-
smiths, University of London) in 2015.
 
Her artistic work spans across theatre, 
movement and dance. Some of her credits 
include When We Are Small (2022), These 

Brief Encounters (Chowk, 2021), Peepbird (The Finger 
Players, 2020), plastik - Your World and Mine (2020) and 
Landscaping A Personal Myth - presented at TRANSIT 8 
Festival: Beauty as a weapon - Theatre, Women, Conflict, at 
Odin Teatret (Denmark, 2016). 
 
Vanessa recently concluded an artist residency at dblspce 
with Sabrina Sng. Seeing Double, a site-specific immersive 
experience of sound, space and memory, was incubated from 
their residency and presented during Walk Walk Don’t Run 
(2019) and the recent Singapore Art Week 2022. 
 
Trained in a variety of physical and traditional forms such 
as puppetry, odissi and kalaripayattu, Vanessa is interested 
to explore the immediacy and intimacy of the human body 
through these forms and bring these qualities to the stage 
and into the work she creates independently.

VANESSA TOH
Performer and Puppeteer
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Hairi Cromo is one third of TiTam Co. 
He is a space and theatrical designer, as 
well as a performer with a background in 
Malay, urban and contemporary dance.
 
Some of his notable works include 
installation art for Singaplural (2017), and 
set designs for, Untitled by The Kaizen 
M.D. (2013), Ma’ma Yong: About Nothing 

Much To Do (2015), Pandan (2021) and Rindu Di Bulan (2022) 
by Rupa Colab. Choreographic works include traditional 
piece Bolak Balik (2019), and docu-dance piece GenNo-
Sides (2018) co-choreographed with fellow practitioner Bib 
Mockram.
 
With his eye for spatial analysis and deep love for movement 
of all genres, Hairi is on a continuous journey to expand 
his creativity and boundaries in movement art, dance, 
theater and theatrical design. Over the years, he has gone 
on to pursue these passions as a full time maker with 
Cake Theatrical Productions (2017), Mascots and Puppets 
Specialist (2018-2020).

HAIRI CROMO
Performer and Puppeteer



THE MAKER’S FORUM:
SUSTAINABILITY IN 
PROCESS 
26 February 2022
Drama Centre Black Box

The Maker’s Forum brings together a group of stakeholders 
that contribute to the process of creating a puppetry 
performance, or a performance with objects. 
 
Over the last nine months, our Maker – Loo An Ni, 
Physiotherapist Consultant – Choong Li Sann, Puppeteer 
Consultant – Oliver Chong, Researcher-educator – Liang 
Peilin and Programme Manager – Daniel Sim worked 
together to examine the designs and makes of puppets 
to become more sustainable for puppeteers, makers and 
creatives.
 
Building upon the consultation sessions, this forum is a 
critical reflection of our artmaking processes that seeks to 
answer the following questions: 
 
– How can the process of performance-making be more 
sustainable through deepening the understanding of the 
roles of the puppeteers, makers and creatives?
– What should makers and designers be mindful of when 
making and designing for a puppetry performance, to ensure 
sensitivity towards the puppeteer’s or puppet’s movements?
– How can puppeteers and performers be better informed 
in the way they move and work with puppets?
 
Join us in creating a more sustainable practice.

This forum is moderated by Myra Loke, Co-Artistic Director, 
The Finger Players.
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PANELISTS

LOO AN NI 
Puppet Maker and Designer for The Maker's Lab Cycle 2021/2022

Loo An Ni is fascinated with the tactility of 
objects and spaces. She studied product 
design in NTU School of Art, Design, and 
Media. While deciding what to do upon 
graduation she stumbled across theatre, 
and stayed for ten years. Every day is 
exciting as possibilities are limitless. 
She has taken various roles behind the 

scenes in various departments, such as costumes (design, 
construction, wardrobe management), set (design), and 
production (crew, operator).

She is excited to delve deeper into puppetry and props as 
it allows her to scrutinise every form and function of items 
used in the show, and study how humans factor into the 
equation between object and space.

DANIEL SIM
Programme Manager of The Maker’s Lab 

Daniel is interested in objects in 
performance and the potential of their 
material and theatrical presence. He 
has designed, coordinated and/or made 
puppets, props and gadgets for shows 
such as Oiwa – The Ghost of Yotsuya 
(2021), The Son (2020), Urinetown The 
Musical (2019), The Great Wall: One 
Woman’s Journey (2017), and ITSY – The 
Musical (2017).

Daniel is a member of The Finger Players (TFP) Core Team. 
He helms The Maker’s Lab, a programme that focuses on 
research and development of puppet design and making.

Daniel is a co-founder of Prop-erly, where he fabricates 
puppets, props and other performance objects.
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Li Sann has been treating patients with 
acute and chronic spinal pain, sports 
injury, post-operation, repetitive strain or 
stress-related musculoskeletal problems 
since 2000. She’s passionate to help her 
patients to identify the mechanism of pain 
and problem solve with a biopsychosocial 
perspective. 

Most of her patients presented with clinical conditions 
such as pain, reduced range of motion, loss of strength, 
lack of fascial mobility, post-op scar tissue restriction, 
poor posture and alignment, movement dysfunction and 
loss of functional mobility.

OLIVER CHONG
Puppeteer Consultant of The Maker’s Lab Cycle 2021/2022 

The most recent winner of Best Actor at 
The Straits Times Life! Theatre Awards 
2020 for A Fiend’s Diary, Oliver Chong 
is a multi-award-winning and published 
playwright, director, actor and designer. 
Some of his memorable works include 
A Fiend’s Diary, Roots, I’m Just A Piano 
Teacher, Cat, Lost & Found, The Book of 
Living and Dying, Citizen Pig and Citizen 

Dog. His numerous nominations at The Straits Times Life! 
Theatre Awards include Production of the Year and Best 
Director for I’m Just a Piano Teacher, Production of the Year 
for Off Centre, Best Director and Best Script for Citizen 
Pig, Best Actor for Roots, Invisibility/Breathing and Art, 
Best Supporting Actor for Itsy, the musical, Flare, Best 
Ensemble for Senang, Shit Hole, First Family, Rashomon, 
and A Cage Goes in Search of a Bird respectively, and Best 
Set Design for Twisted, Citizen Dog and A Fiend’s Diary.

Oliver was the Resident Director of THE FINGER PLAYERS 
(2004 – 2018), currently the core member of the company 
and also the founding member of A GROUP OF PEOPLE 
(2008 – 2012). He is the founder and Artistic Director of 
ODDCROP Productions (2019 – present). His published 
works include Roots, The Book of Living and Dying, I’m 
Just A Piano Teacher and Cat, Lost & Found.

CHOONG LI SANN
Physiotherapist Consultant of The Maker’s Lab Cycle 2021/2022
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She takes an individualised and holistic approach using a mix 
of strategies including movement re-education, functional 
retraining, precision manual therapy involves soft tissue 
mobilization as well as neural and organ-related fascial 
manipulation techniques.

Her main goal is to facilitate body and movement 
awareness, and prescribe an effective home program for 
sustainability. She’s skilled in combine movements and 
guided touch to enhance mind-body connection, hope-
fully to restore the quality of life that enable her patients 
to serve their roles in family, workplace and community 
with great satisfaction. Nothing gratifies her more than 
being able to send patients back to their active pain-free 
lifestyle and armed with the skills to prevent injuries.

LIANG PEILIN
Researcher-Educator

Liang Peilin is an ethnographer, 
practitioner, researcher, writer, and 
educator of theatre and performance. 
She studies storytelling through shape-
shifting and the dynamics of cross-
cultural exchange in relation to the 
performing body. Her recent research 
focuses on is-land perspectives, health 
and wellness, as well as the ergonomics 

of movement and object design in performance. Her most 
notable practice-as-research projects include “A Home 
on the Island” (2015-2019) and “Probody Artmaking 
Lab” (2021-present). She is the author of Bodies and 
Transformance in Taiwanese Contemporary Theatre 
(2020) and has published in Theatre Topics, Research in 
Drama Education, Contemporary Theatre Review, Theatre 
Research International and Performance Research, among 
other journals and edited collections. She is an associate 
professor of Theatre Studies at the National University of 
Singapore. 
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THE MAKER’S 
ASSEMBLY: 
CONVERSATIONS
10 March 2022
Online, via Zoom

The Maker’s Assembly: Conversations rounds up The 
Maker’s Assembly 2021, an initiative by The Finger Players 
to gather like-minded makers to gather and exchange ideas.
 
The topic of “Sustaining the maker’s practice: A review of our 
personal practices” expands upon the theme of Puppetry and 
Sustainability and furthers the conversation started in 2020 
where we discussed the climate of making in Singapore. In 
this iteration, we hope to reflect upon our personal practices 
and consider how we, as individuals or communities, can 
continue to sustain the maker’s practice within our arts 
industries.
 
A report consolidating the conversations will be published 
after the session.

Register for the event here
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12-13 March 2022
The Finger Players Workshop and Rehearsal Room
Regular: $150
Student: $100

Typically, a puppet design is so unique that makes it specific 
to one character. This tends to generate an excess of 
puppets that cannot be reused. Therefore, in The Maker’s 
Lab 2021, we developed modular puppet structures that 
can form the foundation for different designs to emerge.
 
In this two-day workshop, we invite participants to mess 
around with these modular puppet structures. Participants 
will be guided to make your own modular structures, 
experiment with various structural forms and eventually 
create your own large puppet.
 
This workshop is led by Loo An Ni, the maker of The Maker’s 
Lab Cycle 2021/2022, and assisted by Daniel Sim, Pro-
gramme Manager of The Maker’s Lab and a member of the 
Core Team of The Finger Players.
 
Find out more about the design and construction process 
through monthly journal entries kept by An Ni.

THE MAKER’S WORKSHOP: 
MESSING WITH MODULARITY

Register for the workshop here
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ABOUT 
THE FINGER PLAYERS 

The Finger Players is Singapore’s leading theatre company, 
best known for inventively fusing puppetry elements into 
its visually-arresting productions, and its strong advocacy 
of puppetry. Founded in 1999, The Finger Players strives to 
be a centre of research and development for the creation 
and performance of puppetry in Singapore. 
 
In 2019, The Finger Players became the first arts collective 
in Singapore to operate on a rotating artistic director model, 
with each Artistic Director helming the fort for a stipulated 
tenure. The Artistic Director is supported by a team of core 
members who are integral to The Finger Players since its 
inception. 
 
The company currently operates three branches: 
 
Main Season
The company’s annual offering of edgy and original works, 
that adopts an interdisciplinary approach and: 
 
pushes the envelope of puppetry, 
expands the imagination of puppetry, 
with puppetry at the core of its creation. 
 
International Season
The company is one of Singapore’s most prolific international 
touring companies, and has actively been touring its 
productions since 2000, promoting Singapore’s brand of 
puppetry internationally. 
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Outreach Season 
Using puppetry, the company reaches out to an average of 
25,000 students and members of the public annually, through 
performances and workshops with schools, communities 
and institutions. 
 
The Finger Players is a non-profit organisation with Institution 
of Public Character (IPC) status, a recipient of the National 
Arts Council’s Major Grant for the period from 1 April 2020 
to 31 March 2023, and a member of the Singapore Chinese 
Language Theatre Alliance.
 
For past works and press reviews, please visit our website.
 
Board of Directors
C.S. Chang
Dr Juliana Lim (Hon)
Luke Kwek
Tan Beng Tian (Co-Founder)

Co-Artistic Directors
Ellison Tan Yuyang
Myra Loke

Core Team Members
Chong Tze Chien
Daniel Sim
Ellison Tan Yuyang
Lam Dan Fong
Myra Loke
Oliver Chong
Ong Kian Sin (Co-Founder)

General Manager
Sharon Ng

Project Manager
Tan Xiang Yi

Outreach Manager
Tanya Ang

Associate Lighting Designer
Lim Woan Wen

Associate Sound Artist & Music Composer
Darren Ng
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Associate Costume Designer
Max Tan

The Finger Players Fellow (2021/2022)
Hairi Cromo

The Finger Players Maker (2021/2022)
Loo An Ni

The Production Bridging Initiative (PBI)
Cycle #1 (1 December 2021 – 31 March 2022)
Selected Mentee: Merissa Tang

Company Secretary
Tricor Evatthouse Corporate Services

Accountant
Daisy Accountants

Auditor
Verity Partners

www.fingerplayers.com

@fingerplayers

@fingerplayers
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Supported by:


